Spin switching of organometallic complexes by ferromagnetic surfaces is an important topic in the area of molecular nanospintronics. Moreover, graphene has been shown as a 2D surface for physisorption of molecular magnets and strain engineering on graphene can tune the spin state of an iron porphyrin (FeP) molecule from S 5 1 to S 5 2. Our ab initio density functional calculations suggest that a pristine graphene layer placed between a Ni(111) surface and FeP yields an extremely weak exchange interaction between FeP and Ni whereas the introduction of defects in graphene shows a variety of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic exchange interactions. Moreover, these defects control the easy axes of magnetization, strengths of magnetic anisotropy energies and spin-dipolar contributions. Our study suggests a new way of manipulating molecular magnetism by defects in graphene and hence has the potential to be explored in designing spin qubits to realize logic operations in molecular nanospintronics.
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T he combination of spintronics and molecular electronics is a rapidly emerging research field due to the possibility of manipulating spin and charge degrees of freedom at the molecular scale. A key factor in molecular nanospintronics is the efficient control of electronic and magnetic properties of molecules acting as the active region of spin-dependent electronic transport. Metalorganics with a magnetic centre own a key position in this respect. The possibility of controlled spin manipulation [1] [2] [3] [4] makes these magnets attractive for several device applications including spin-dependent electronics, molecular switches etc. In this regard, the use of materials that could be stabilized at an ultra thin atomic limit are a perfect choice for future devices, where graphene has already made its mark very significantly. Very recently, we have proposed 5 that strain engineering in a graphene lattice carrying a divacancy defect can switch the spin state of an iron porphyrin (FeP) molecule adsorbed on the defect site from S 5 1 to S 5 2 in a reversible way.
Graphene has been very much in the center of research interest in the last decade [6] [7] [8] and continues to be there as a potential key-material in electronics, storage materials, bio-sensors, DNA-sequencing, drug delivery and so on. It has also been proven promising in the area of bio-molecular devices. Free standing graphene with sp 2 bonded C atoms possess no magnetism but it can be introduced by either confinement 9 , where unsaturated bond or electron localization plays the key role, or depositing on a magnetic surface 10 , where substrate induced moment is observed. It should be noted that graphene is prone to several types of point defects, e.g., vacancies, StoneWales defects etc 11, 12 . The influence of these defects in the induced magnetism in graphene is less explored in the literature, which may have important consequences in mediating exchange interactions via graphene. In this article, our objective is to explore magnetism in graphene adsorbed on a Ni(111) surface and utilize the possibility to achieve a control over magnetic interaction between Ni surface and organometallic molecule like iron porphyrin (FeP). The first part of our discussion thus will be devoted to magnetism in graphene including the effect of defects in the graphene lattice and in the later part we shall discuss magnetic interactions between FeP and magnetic Ni surface via graphene.
It has been shown that a magnetic surface with partially filled d-orbital favors chemisorption of molecular magnets 4 . Due to the formation of covalent bonds with the magnetic substrates, FeP is structurally deformed with enhanced Fe-N bond lengths compared to the gas-phase geometry, leading to a change in the spin state of Fe from the gas-phase value of S 5 1 to a high spin-state S 5 2 for the chemisorbed situation 4 . However, the presence of adsorbed graphene between FeP and magnetic substrates weakens both chemical and magnetic interaction due to physisorption of FeP on graphene. More importantly, as will be evidenced later, ferrimagnetism induced in graphene by the underlying Ni substrate in a peculiar sub-lattice pattern dictates the nature and strength of magnetic interaction between FeP and the Ni substrate whereas a free standing non-magnetic graphene or graphene deposited on non-magnetic substrates, such as Cu, Pt etc. acts inert in this respect. A complex scenario occurs in the presence of defects in graphene as this changes the induced magnetisation profile in the graphene lattice and hence the nature and strength of magnetic interaction. The primary focus of our study is the role of defects viz. monovacancy, divacancy and Stone-Wales (SW) defects in manipulating intramolecular magnetism as well as molecule-substrate interactions. It should be stated that controlled introduction of defects in graphene has been realised recently 13, 14 , which, as we demonstrate here by first principles density functional calculations, opens up the possibility to manipulate magnetic interactions via these defects.
Results
Induced magnetism in pure and defected grapheme. A sp 2 -bonded graphene lattice has three in-plane saturated bonds along with an out-of-plane p-bond. The dispersive p-bonding (anti bonding) band appears just below (above) the Fermi energy. Once adsorbed on a hexagonal facet of Ni(111) surface, C atoms in one of the two sublattices make direct bonds with Ni atoms right underneath them, while the other sublattice C atoms stay hanging on the hexagonal centres of the top Ni layer. From now on, we indicate the C-atom, that makes direct bond with Ni, as C A and the other sublattice C atoms as C B . The calculated distance between the graphene layer and the Ni surface comes out to be 2.1 Å for defect free graphene, which agrees quite well with previous experimental 10 and theoretical 15 studies. Owing to the strong covalent interaction between Ni À d z 2 and C A -p z orbitals, the C-p z orbital is pushed down in energy, thus allowing the C A sublattice to hybridize with the lower part of the Ni band in both majority and minority spin channels. The C-p z orbital of the other sublattice of graphene interacts weakly with Ni À d z 2 orbital through p-bonding and appears more close to the Fermi energy. A C A atom gains a small moment of 0.018 m B with an opposite polarization compared to the Ni moment in the process of strong hybridization while a C B atom acquires a comparatively larger moment of 0.029 m B with the same sign as the Ni moment. Hence, the whole graphene layer acquires the characteristic of a ferrimagnet with alternative sublattices having opposite spin polarizations as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The total contribution in the defect-free graphene arising from C B (36 atoms) is 1.025 m B and from C A (36 atoms) is 20.651 m B where each C atom of a particular sublattice contributes equally. Due to these features of hybridization, the broad surface Ni band also gets divided into two sub-bands, of which one appear 2-4 eV below Fermi energy and the other appears close to Fermi energy (discussed below).
Intricate magnetization profiles in the graphene lattice are observed with the introduction of lattice defects, as shown in Figs. 1(b)-(d). We have considered three types of defects, that are abundant in graphene, e.g. the monovacancy, where one C A atom is removed, a divacancy, where a pair of C A and C B atoms are removed and Stone-Wales defect, where a C-bond is rotated by 90u to form a 5-5-7-7 structure. The following structural and magnetic changes are observed: (i) monovacancy: the graphene lattice with a monovacancy is magnetised almost in a similar fashion as the pristine graphene. Only at the defect site, the absence of one C A atom (with moment of opposite polarization to Ni in the ideal honeycomb lattice) reduces the moments of the surrounding three C B atoms to 0.016 m B as shown in Fig. 1(b) ; (ii) divacancy: to heal a divacancy defect in graphene, one Ni atom is lifted up towards the vacancy center leaving a void in the surface Ni layer as shown in the inset of Fig. 2 . Due to the modified coordination and thus modified hybridization and ligand field, the spin moment of that particular Ni atom quenches to 0.04 m B . This local structural deformation is transmitted through the whole unit cell and hence, the induced moments in different C-atoms vary significantly due to strongly affected graphene-Ni interaction ( Fig. 1(c) ). This results in a decrease in total induced moments in both C-sublattices, amounting to 0. The buckling in the graphene lattice affects the C-Ni hybridisation, which has a direct impact on varying the magnetization on different C atoms. Therefore, one may conclude that the controlled introduction of specific lattice defects is a possible route to drastically modify the magnetization profile of the adsorbed graphene lattice on Ni.
Interaction between FeP and pristine grapheme. As mentioned earlier, a metallic magnetic surface promotes chemisorption of an organometallic molecule (FeP) 4 and hence a strong exchange interaction between Fe and the magnetic substrate. It would be desirable to be able to control this exchange interaction. We show here that a graphene layer placed between the magnetic surface and FeP blocks the path for strong exchange interaction between the magnetic molecule and the Ni substrate and at the same time the ferrimagnetic graphene opens up new paths of magnetic interaction between the magnetic center in the molecule and the magnetic surface.
The composite system, which we consider is FeP adsorbed on a graphene layer deposited on a Ni(111) surface. FeP becomes physisorbed on the crystalline graphene lattice or at defect centres in the graphene lattice. The average distance between FeP and graphene is calculated to be 3.1 Å and the graphene to Ni distance turns out to be 2.1 Å . Hence, the magnetic interaction with an effective distance of 5.2 Å is expected be an order or two weaker compared to the chemisorbed situation (without graphene) if only direct exchange is considered. From our calculations, we confirm this scenario where the variation in strength of the exchange energy enters due to different adsorption sites.
We now consider each adsorption site individually. We have considered three adsorption sites for pristine graphene, namely Top-A, Top-B and Hexagon positions, where the Fe centre of FeP is on top of C A , C B and in the center of a hexagonal ring, respectively. The magnetization profile for a defect free graphene layer has an alternative arrangement of oppositely polarized moments of the C bipartite lattice. The Fe atom of FeP placed on top of a hexagonal site has a vanishingly small exchange coupling with the Ni substrate whereas the binding energy (2.22 eV) is the highest for this adsorption site. The spin-state of Fe changes from the value of the free molecule, S 5 1 to S 5 2 for this most favorable adsorption site. A strong p-p stacking between the ring atoms of FeP and the p network in the graphene lattice gives rise to enhanced Fe-N bond lengths along with an overall outward expansion of FeP. Hence, a change of spin state occurs and the high spin state is stabilized.
Adsorption of FeP directly on the Ni surface leads to the formation of chemical bonds between FeP and Ni and hence establishes a fairly strong ferromagnetic exchange coupling between them 4 . The insertion of the graphene layer blocks the direct exchange between Fe and Ni significantly causing the magnetic coupling to be mediated in an indirect way. The local ligand field on Fe, predominantly provided by N atoms along with weaker contribution from the C-ring, affects the energy positions of the Fe-d orbitals. In-plane N-p x and p y orbitals hybridize strongly with Fe À d x 2 {y 2 and push this level up in energy. The out-of-plane orbitals on N atoms provide a p-type bond with Fed p orbital and hence push the d p orbital above the d xy orbital. We note in passing that the ligand field effects discussed here are influenced by the formation of molecular orbital states within the FeP molecule, which are influenced by the interaction with the graphene layer. Hence, these effects are different from the crystal field level splitting in a square planar point charge arrangement. Along with the p 2 p interaction between Fe-d and N-p, C-p and N-p orbitals contribute to intramolecular hybridization in FeP. However, a much weaker hybridization is observed between FeP and graphene.
For the Top-A position, the Fe moment is antiparallel to the moment of C A (20.018 m B ) and hence is parallel to the Ni moment, giving rise to a ferromagnetic exchange coupling of strength ,1.8 meV between FeP and Ni. For the Top-B site, an antiferromagnetic exchange coupling (7 meV) between Fe and Ni is observed. Similar to the Top-A site, the spin-state of Fe is retained as S 5 1. The binding energies of FeP on Top-A and Top-B sites are only 2 meV and 17 meV higher than the most favorable Hexagonal site, where a vanishingly small exchange coupling is observed.
Influence of defects. Now we discuss the role of defects in modifying the structural, electronic and magnetic properties. 
as shown in the inset of Fig. 2 . As a result, the Fe atom is pulled towards the Ni atom from the plane of FeP stretching the Fe-N bond lengths. This changes the spin state from S 5 1 to S 5 2 as was observed in a similar situation in an earlier work 5 . An antiferromagnetic coupling (energy of 22 meV) between Fe and Ni is observed in this case. (iii) Finally, a SW defect causes an antiferromagnetic exchange interaction of strength ,14.8 meV between Fe and Ni. In this case, the spin state of Fe is retained as S 5 1.
Due to complex structural changes, the electronic structures of Fe and Ni are expected to be modified significantly depending on the adsorption site. To make a comparison, we show in Fig. 2 the dprojected DOS of Fe in FeP and one of the selected Ni atoms of the Ni substrate for two cases: (a) Fe placed at the hexagonal site and (b) Fe placed on top of a divacancy site. For the hexagonal adsorption site, the d-DOS of Fe is very close to a S 5 2 DOS of Fe in a gas-phase FeP molecule, indicating a very weak effect on the Fe DOS due to the presence of graphene and Ni. To elucidate this clearly, we have indicated the d z 2 dominated peaks in the Fe and Ni DOS, which do not display any significant hybridization between these states (Fig. 2) . This is demonstrated by the absence of common features of the Fe and Ni projected states. On the contrary, for a divacancy site, Fe and Ni DOS are significantly modified with the presence of clearly hybridizing d z 2 states indicated by bars in Fig. 2 , that coincide in energy. Also, one clearly observes localized d-states of the Ni atom surrounded by C atoms. As a result of the strong p-d hybridization between Ni and C states, the local magnetic moment of these Ni atoms is almost quenched. In this case, a direct bonding controls the exchange mechanism and FeP is antiferromagnetically coupled to Ni with a coupling strength of 22 meV.
We can now think of a situation where a graphene lattice grown on Ni possesses several types of defects, e.g., monovacancy, divacancy and SW. It should be noted that the defect formation energies (DFE) in free-standing graphene are much higher than for the situation of graphene deposited on a Ni(111) surface. Our calculated values of the DFE are 2.91 eV and 3.83 eV for a monovacancy and a divacancy defect in comparison to 7-8 eV for vacancy formation energies in a free-standing graphene. Therefore, the creation of these defects, either naturally or by an ion-irradiation experiment should be easier compared to free standing graphene. Molecules adsorbed on graphene with these defects introduced, are expected to produce different kinds of exchange coupling depending on specific defect sites.
Due to the presence of defects in graphene and the adsorbed FeP, the magnetic properties of the first Ni layer also change in a very interesting way. In Fig. 3 , we show the change in the magnetic moments of the Ni atoms in the first layer when defects are present along with FeP, compared to the case with a pure graphene layer on the Ni substrate (indicated as m 0 ) as a function of the coordination shells around the region of the first layer where defects are present. For a pure graphene lattice deposited on Ni, the magnetic moments in the first Ni layers have a homogeneous pattern throughout the layer. In addition to that, the effect of adsorbed FeP on the first layer Ni moment is shown for the Top-A position, where a small modification of the moment is observed. However the most noticeable changes are seen in presence of defected graphene, where different types of non-monotonic variations depending on the type of defect are found. For example, the Ni atoms closest (in the first coordination shell) to monovacancy center lose around 0.15 m B whereas for distant shells, the moments increase by a smaller amount (,0.025 m B ). The most interesting change is observed for the SW defect. In the first coordination shell, the Ni atoms lose around 0.075 m B whereas for the fifth shell, a large increase of about 0.2 m B is observed. Moreover, a gradual change in the moment is observed as a function of coordination shells with a changeover in sign in the www.nature.com/scientificreports SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 3 : 3405 | DOI: 10.1038/srep03405third shell. It is observed that a SW defect causes a significant buckling in the graphene lattice and as a result, the distance between the buckled graphene sheet and the first Ni layer has a significant spatial variation, which leads to the variation in the local Ni moments. Therefore, one may conclude that the modifications of the first layer Ni moments affect the exchange interaction between Ni and Fe in FeP in different ways for different types of defects.
The next important question is whether the FeP molecules will overcome possible energy barriers, once adsorbed on graphene, so that they move to different adsorption sites with comparable energies. In order to investigate this, we have performed nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations to determine the energy barrier in moving an FeP molecule between a hexagonal site to a Top-A site on a defect free graphene lattice. We have chosen the Top-A site as it is only 2 meV higher in energy than the hexagonal site. A defect-free graphene is intentionally chosen as the adsorption on a defected graphene is expected to be stronger 5, 16, 17 and hence, the transition barrier is expected to be higher. Therefore our calculated value for a defectfree graphene sets the lower limit for the diffusion barrier. The calculated energy barrier is 33 meV as observed in Fig. 4 . This indicates that FeP can diffuse from the hexagonal ground state adsorption site to the next energetically available Top-A site at the room temperature or slightly above it. However, one can control this diffusion by adjusting the temperature. In Fig. 4 , the geometries of FeP and a part of the underlying graphene lattice are presented along the reaction path. One may conclude that FeP molecules will remain locked due to the energy barrier, at their respective adsorption sites with welldefined spin states and exchange coupling with underlying Ni substrate. One may envisage controlled formation of specific types of defects and achieving either parallel or antiparallel orientation of Fe moments relative to the moments in the Ni layers.
We should point out that one may reach metastable solutions for these systems. Therefore, we have considered several starting possibilities (both in structure and spin state) for each adsorption geometry to reach the true ground state. Most importantly, spin switching (S 5 1 to S 5 2) has been observed for FeP adsorbed on the Hexagonal and divacancy adsorption sites. On the divacancy site, a high spin S 5 2 solution is always obtained. S 5 1 and S 5 2 spin states are very close in energy for the Hexagonal and SW sites. For SW, an AFM ground state is found with S 5 1 while a FM S 5 2 spin state is 6 meV higher in energy. For the Hexagonal site, S 5 2 spin state is found to be the ground state with degenerate FM and AFM solutions. However, a S 5 1 spin state could be stabilized at 24 meV higher energy. For other adsorptions sites, a stable S 5 1 spin state is always found.
Magnetic anisotropy and spin dipole moment. So far, organometallic complexes have been successfully deposited 18 on nonmagnetic (e.g., Cu, Au, Ag etc.) and magnetic surfaces (e.g., Co, Ni etc.). The magnetic ordering between the molecular spins has been realized either by exchange coupling with the magnetic substrates or by externally applied magnetic field. As thermal fluctuations are always detrimental towards the magnetic ordering, the strength of molecular magnetic anisotropy stands as an important issue. In organic molecules with a transition metal atom center, the ligand field splitting is 2-3 order larger compared to the spin-orbit coupling. A perturbative approach thus can safely be considered to calculate the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy. The leading contribution comes from the second order term while higher order terms can be neglected.
The magnetocrystalline anisotropy originates from coupling between lattice and spin, which can be expressed as:
where H SO is the spin-orbit coupling hamiltonian and f is the spin orbit coupling constant defined as f~f r ð Þ h i~ðR 2 3d r ð Þf r ð Þr 2 dr, R 3d (r) being the radial part of the 3d wave function. The value of f for Fe 21 has been considered as 0.049 eV 19 , taken from the literature. Spin-orbit contribution to the energy derived from second order perturbation theory reads as:
Here joae and juae correspond to occupied and unoccupied states weighted by the occupations of the Fe-d orbitals. ju/oae 5 jlm, sae, L and S denote orbital and spin operators and E u and E o denote eigenvalues of unoccupied and occupied states, which are obtained from ab initio calculations. As the denominator decreases, spin-orbit coupling energy contribution increases. The relative arrangement of Fe-d orbitals is thus very important and can be affected by the adsorption site. Our calculated magnetic anisotropy energies are presented in Table I . A plus (minus) sign of MAE corresponds to an in-plane (out-of-plane) easy axis of magnetization. One of the most relevant properties for magnetic nanosystems is the magnetic dipole contribution AET z ae as it can have a very large value for low dimensional structures, as reported earlier for clusters 20 and organometallics 5, 21 . This has a significant contribution in the effective spin moment, S eff 5 M s 1 7AET z ae, which is measured in XMCD experiments, M s being the saturation spin moment. It should be noted that the sign of AET z ae can even be opposite to the spin moment giving rise to a small value of the effective spin moment 5 . We have calculated spin dipole contribution following the formalism prescribed in the literature [22] [23] [24] and the results are shown in Table I . Due to different adsorption sites, ligand field splittings are different and spin densities have different kinds of asphericities. All these are counted in the spin dipole contribution as this measures the asphericity in the spin density. As a result, the effective spin moments are significantly different for different adsorption sites, which should be captured in XMCD measurements.
All the above discussions lead to the exploration of possible applications of defect controlled magnetism in molecular nanospintronics. Single-molecule magnets have been proposed to act as robust spin qubits 25 . The stability of these nanomagnets is dictated by the magnetic anisotropy 26 . According to our study, one can achieve a rational design of spatially distributed single molecule nanomagnets by selectively producing relevant point defects on the graphene sheet with the help of focussed ion-beam technique. As a consequence, the relative orientation of molecular spins in individual nanomagnets at designated lattice sites will provide the possibility of achieving robust spin qubits to be used in spin logic operations.
Discussion
Our ab initio density functional calculations suggest that a graphene layer without structural defects placed in between an FeP molecule and a ferromagnetic Ni substrate decouples the molecule-substrate magnetic interaction for the most favorable hexagonal adsorption site. However, point defects in the graphene lattice can mediate ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic coupling depending on the nature of the defect. This complex behavior of exchange interactions is related to the magnetization profile in the defected graphene lattice induced by the underlying Ni substrate. A long-ranged ferrimagnetic sublattice magnetization in defect free graphene is drastically modified by the introduction of defects and hence, different types of magnetic coupling are observed depending on the adsorption site on graphene and also the type of defect in graphene. Not only the magnetic coupling but a strong variation in magnetic anisotropy energies and easy axes of magnetization is observed along with large contributions from spin-dipolar interaction. We propose that the control over the spin of single molecule magnets, e.g., FeP by selective defect production in graphene may lead to robust spin qubits for spin logic operations. We hope that our prediction of defect controlled magnetism will boost the experimental verifications with the help of controlled defect productions by ion-irradiation techniques and magnetic measurements by XMCD experiments.
Methods
We have performed first-principles calculations based on density functional theory with a full potential plane wave based code VASP 27, 28 . The Ni(111) surface is considered as the substrate, as graphene can easily be grown on top of it due to excellent lattice matching. A slab of three Ni layers consisting of 108 atoms has been considered along with a graphene monolayer with 72 atoms (6 3 6 supercell) on top of the metallic slab. The size of the supercell is chosen in such a way that the magnetic centers of FeP are at least 15 Å apart from each other in the lateral direction, which minimizes the interaction among them. FeP with an Fe center consists of 37 atoms, yielding a total of 217 atoms in the simulation cell. A 3 3 3 3 1 k-point mesh is chosen for geometry optimizations with a force tolerance of 0.01 eV/Å . All the atomic positions were relaxed except the ones in the lowest Ni-layer, which is fixed to have the in-plane lattice constant as that of bulk Ni. A 4 3 4 3 2 k-point mesh is considered for calculating total energies and other properties. We have employed PBE 1 U approach within Hubbard model 29 to incorporate strong Coulomb interaction with the Coulomb parameter U and exchange parameter J fixed as 4 and 1 eV respectively for Fe d-orbitals. These parameters have been shown 30 to reproduce certain experimental results. It should be mentioned that the choice of U and J may have important consequences in the properties of materials 31 . These parameters have been explicitly calculated by first principles and the results have been successfully compared to experiments in some cases [32] [33] [34] . In the present context, the value of U calculated by linear response method by Scherlis et al 35 . for heme is around 4 eV and hence justifies our choice of U. All the calculations are performed including an empirical form of dispersion correction given by Grimme 36 . The inclusion of van der Waals interaction is crucial due to the presence of p-p interactions between FeP and graphene. Also, it becomes very important in describing the binding characteristics between graphene and Ni 15 . 
